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The software IS Muri is dedicated to the finite element analysis, according to NTC 08, of retaining
walls, with constant or variable cross-section, with counterforts, cantilevers, keys, piles and
tiebacks.
Load
Layout

1 User interaction

Soil characterization
(profile, horizons,
water table, etc..)

Display cross section of
stem and footing
Start analysis,
calculation options,
display results

Wall characterization
(subdivision in slices,
dimensions, footing, etc…)

Miscellaneous
options

Activation and properties of
Key, Piles, Tiebacks

Predefined views
(customizable from the popup menu

)

A
C
It is possible to quickly and easily perform
the analysis of a retaining wall through the
use of icons on screen (A), of the side panels
arranged by topic (B) and of the mouse
double click over the elements displayed on
the screen.

B

The program starts with a default wall 3
meters high and 30 centimeters cm thick, a
single layer of non-cohesive soil with
horizontal front and back profiles, and a
footing 250 cm long and 50 cm thick.
Each of this element can be suitably modified to create your project, and You still have to define, if
appropriate, cantilevers, piles, tiebacks and reinforcements layouts.
Each of these items has its own dedicated window for customizing the elements, every element of
the wall is displayed in the main graphic area, where, by means of special “views”, You can choose
what to see at that moment.
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FILE menu:
this menu gives acces to the classic commands that
allow you to manage files (open and save), also you can
save the currently diplayed graphics in “.jpg” or “.dxf”
format, and export or import soil layers from an external
database.

DATA menu:
the items of this menu let you open the dialog windows
related to the building code options, materials,
combinations of loads, seismic actions, cross sections of
structural elements and reinforcements layouts.

OPERATIONS menu:
operations launchable from this menu are activated on
the main graphics or by double-clicking or by sending
keystrokes.
REINFORCEMENTS menu:
these commands let You edit, add or delete the
reinforcement of the wall.

COMPUTATION menu:
The commands in this menu are run as the last step.
After performing the analysis, the results are displayed
on the screen. This menu lets You create detail reports,
that you can print alone or use to enrich the standard
report (for example, this is available for the detail of the
bearing capacity analysis)

MACRO menu:
Here are the useful aid to automatically create some type
conditions, both for the soil layers and the structure.
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1.1 Structural elements
1.1.1 Stem and footing

SECTION window:
here you will find a list of the
sections actually in use. Each
section can be duplicated,
modified with the mouse or
by using the values inserted
in the text boxes.
By default the sections are
100 cm deep, but you can
create and use sections of any
kind. For example, to create a
counterfort, you will have to
create a T section.

In IS Muri the definition of the structural geometry is divided into
three parts:
1 ) stem
2 ) footing
3 ) “third” dimension
Stem:
To change the height of the wall or the thickness of one of the two
bases, or of any other slice, it suffices to double click the dimension of
interest.
The inclination of the wall and the alignment toward the front or the
back, or custom, can be specified in the "slice alignment" section of
the first window pane "wall".
In order to create different sections, and the be able to give different inclinations to wall portions, it
is necessary to divide the wall into “slices”. Each slice will have a lower base and an upper base,
and these will be displayed in the "sections" window; thus for example, to create a wall of two
portions You have to divide it at the desired height (via the menu command “Operations  wall
geometry  “Cut” slice at level” or by pressing the “+” button and the specifying the slice’s
heigth), the software automatically creates the section resulting from the division. At this point You
open the "sections" windows, were You will find the already defined sections, and create the new
desired sections, then close the window and selecting the slicer wanted, from the list of sections for
the base of the upper and lower select the desired one.
Footing:
The type of foundation proposed startup is rectangular horizontal. The footing can be modified by
double – clicking the dimensions You want to edit or changing the values in the second pane. You
can activate the “complex” foundation type by selecting it from the three types available; in this
way, by changing the individual dimensions, you can create and customize to taste the footing.
“Third” dimension:
The software works per MODULE of depth.
By default the module value is 100 cm (as IS Paratie) and the new sections for the stem, when
create by the user or automatically (pressing the “New” button) have a standard depth of 100 cm.
However, you can customize at will the module width and the sections’ width, to simulate particular
structural configurations, but for “standard” projects, it is recommended to leave this module and
the sections’ width to 100 cm.
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1.1.1.1 Reinforcements

The reinforcement bars for the stem and the footing
is proposed through the layouts. These are created by
us, but can be changed and, if requested by users,
they may be included in the program automatically
as custom made.
Once you've loaded a scheme it is proposed on the
screen, and once the reinforcements layout panel is
closed, you can edit individual bars.
You can do this operation by double – clicking the
single bar, so you can change the diameter, the
number of bars or the coordinates of its vertices etc
… or else you can use the commands in the
“reinforcements” menu (move rebar, delete rebar
parts, edit diameter etc. etc.).

double click
on rebar

The “Reinforcements Layouts” windows
proposes at startup the list of the layouts
currently implemented in the software.
They are listed with sequential number and
suitability ([X] if the layout is not applicable to
the current geometry, [V] if it can be applied to
the wall)(after pressing the "i" the software
shows a brief explanation of the reason why the
scheme does not fit), layout name, layout
description.

1.1.2 Key
To increase the sliding resistance of a retaining wall, a
shear key can be installed at the wall base, aligned with the
back section of the footing (below the heel). Such a key
develops passive pressure which resists the sliding
tendency of the wall, changing the failure surface from the
wall base/soil horizontal plane to a plane within foundation
soil.
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1.1.3 Piles

Selecting “active piles”, the piles are automatically inserted under the
footing. These are displayed in rows, each row has its own characteristics
that must be edited in order to customize the
project.

1.1.4 Tiebacks / Constraints
Selecting “active tiebacks”, the tiebacks are automatically inserted on
the wall’s stem.
As for piles, also the tiebacks are displayed in rows and each row must
be customized. Once You have defined the level, the free and fixed
length , the spacing between the rows, the distance between the
elements of the same row and their inclination, it must be set which
"grout bulb type" is associated with this row. In addition, you must
define the prestressing level and the area of steel tendons.
For each “grout bulb type” You must define the required parameters
for grout bond testing according to Bustamante-Doix.
Selecting “active constraint”, a costraint is automatically inserted on the stem of the wall, and it is
possible to specify whether to constrain rotation and / or translation.

1.2 Soil
First, you must define profiles infront and behind the wall. These can be
set freely as you like, You can adjust the individual vertices, by dragging
them on the main graphics or changing the coordinates from the table.
The second step is to define the horizons, and for these, apart the first one
that has the back profile as "roof", we define the height and inclination.
For each horizon we must indicate what "soil type" it refers to.
The creation of the types types is carried out at the bottom of this
window, and for each of them you will have to specify the parameters of
geo-mechanics, soil type and, optionally, the color.
For the water table, if any, we must set the front and back depths, and the
inversion depth (this can be free, that is specified by the user, or
automatically set as the midpoint of the footing).
NB: for cohesive soils and for rock the software asks, in the mechanical
characteristics, if the soil behavior has to be
considered drained or undrained when
performing pressures evaluation.
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1.3 Loads

Like every other element also loads appear in the main graphics as soon as
they are activated.
You can place loads on the ground and on the head of the wall; the former
ones can be punctual or distributed, and You must set their intensity and
distance from the head of the wall, and even whether they are "free in
space" or "constrained on the soil profile". You must also indicate the type
of load, so that the automatic generation of load cases is able to apply the
right combination factors.

D

1.4 Calculating
E
D ) the “start computing” button performs the wall analysis, on the left
there are some graphic options for the representation of finite elements;
here you set the start and end deformation level that will be and how long
the animation should last; in addition You choose which load case to
display on the main graphic area.
E ) You choose which result to see on the screen.
F ) "per module" weight of structural elements.
F
G ) some options for the analysis.
H ) by moving the slider you see on the screen the variation of the
pressures along the wall stem.
H
G

1.5 Sections

Once you've loaded a reinforcement layout, this window let You check the
rebar in the cross-section of the stem and footing.
Moving the sliders, one for the stem and the other for the footing, you will
see a dotted line in the main graphics, that indicates the altitude at which the
cross section is read.
click right
button..

YES = the selected rebar will be always visible
NO = the selected rebar will be visible only if it is
considered in the structural analysis (anchorage
length … )
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1.6 Building code
These windows are dedicated the
building code options (NTC 08), with
the factors for each design approach
and the available materials.
The verifications are performed
according to the theory of limit states.

1.7 Load Cases
The load cases can be created automatically, depending on the chosen design approach, pressing the
"propose" button, or they can be created, duplicated and deleted freely.
On the left side of
the screen You will
find the list of the
load cases, IS Muri
will perform the
analysis and for
each one of those.
In the right part are
listed, if present in
the project, the
loads on the soil or
other actions which,
depending on their
type (for loads: permanent, variable, etc. ...), will be amplified by a certain factor.
NB: IS Muri, by default, will activate the options that automatically creates the load cases
necessary for the analysis.

1.8 Seismic actions
Putting a check mark on “activate seismic actions” the program will conduct an analysis of the wall
considering the active earthquake according to Norme Tecniche per le Costruzioni 14/01/2008.
To this end You will be asked
the following parameters:
- topography;
- ground type;
- maximum value of horizontal
spectrum amplification factor
on ground type A;
- peak ground acceleration;
- ratio between wall – soil
friction (delta) and the angle of
shearing resistance of the soil
(fi) ;
- maximum displacement that
the wall can tolerate without resistance reductions.
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1.9 Macro
The use of macros is recommended for the beginning of the project, once you confirm your choices,
however, you can then edit and customize everything.

1.9.1 Structural
Using the structural macros you can quickly create a two – slices wall or a
counterfort wall, simply by entering the desired values, without having to go
through the sections management and without having to cut the stem into
multiple slices manually.

1.9.2 Geotechnical
Using this macro you can set in a simple and intuitive way a "simple"
stratigraphy, with one or two horizons, horizontal profiles, altitude level, soil
characteristics.

1.10 General Options
launching this command from the menu “options 
general” the software opens a window screen that
contains most of the graphical and design options of
the program.
The changes set here can be made "permanent"
leaving unchecked the words "save in Custom". This
way these settings will be preserved for the next
project with IS Muri.

1.11 Calculation results
Once the analysis of the wall is complete, the software
will display some results on the screen.
I ) Forces, pressures, axial force, shear force and bending
moment along the stem.
L ) Pressures, shear force and bending moment along the
footing
M ) Geotecnichal verifications (bearing capacity,
overturning, sliding).
N ) Sliding surface, subdivision into polygons.
The lateral earth pressure is evaluated with the trial wedge
method (Culmann) if the user has specified to use “ka”,
otherwise the “k0” coefficient will be used.

N

I

M

L
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The deformed finite element model is displayed in purple, on the individual
nodes the software writes the horizontal and vertical displacements.

Each result is related to the actually selected load case in the
"Computation" panel, changing the selected case will
change slightly the results.

Using the above icon
opens the screen visible
here on the right where, by
pressing
, You will
pop up the cross sectional
analysis of the wall.
Moving the slider to the
right or by clicking
directly on the main
graphics at the desired
level, You can see in
detail the status and stress
strain behaviour of the
concerned cross section.

1.12 Technical report
The final report will contain all the data and the results for each load case.
You can customize the contents of the report by the panel "custom report", in this window you will
have to choose which chapters and sub chapters include in report and, pressing the icon
will
update the preview of the report, so you can see the choices made.
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You can save the report in the formats shown here on the right.
*.rtf = default file format
*.html = very fast but not editable (once the report
is opened, You can select all, copy, start MS
Word®, paste)
WordML2003(*.xml) = new format, can be opened
by MS Word®, fast and editable .
*.doc = old MS Word® format, very slow.
*.txt = sequence of numbers with no images and tables.
*.xml = internal format.

1.13 3D View
Through the appropriate icon, or by pressing the "F5" key on the keyboard, if DirectX® libraries
are installed, the whole project will be displayed in 3D.
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Through the center wheel of the mouse and the space bar on the keyboard, you can easily turn in 3d
space, namely:
- Central wheel:
“scroll” forward and backward  current view “Zoom IN” and “Zoom OUT”
“wheel pressed”:  rotates the model (*)
 translation
(*)
- spacebar:
each time you press it changes the command (*) of the wheel held
pressed; the command switches from model translation to model
rotation.
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2 Insights
2.1 What do we mean by SLICES
In IS Muri You have the full freedom to create
sections and “special” walls.
To be able to shape the wall at will, You have to act
on the number of blocks of which its stem is made,
and on the sections that these will have, respectively
as the upper base and as the bottom base.

To increase the number of slices you should press the ”+” button in the
panel dedicated to the slices management and the modify the haigth of
the newly created slice, or You can activate the menu item “Cut slice at
level…” and click on the main graphic where you want to cut the
subdivision. At this point we need to modify or create the sections that
you want to give as a base for the slices, using the dialog window dedicated to the cross sections;
these, once the dialog is closed,
will be visible and selectable from
the menu on the right. You select
the slice to be modified and in the
boxes to the right you choose the
appropriate section.
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2.2 How is managed the 3rd dimension; what is a MODULE
By default the program manages a depth of 1 meter (as in IS Paratie); but you can change at will the
3rd dimension, changing this value.
Leti t be clear that the software manages a two – dimensional model in the XY plane, no three
dimensional effects are considered in the design.
The "freedom" in the 3rd dimension has been inserted and designed for the situations where You do
not have a uniform wall in depth, that is, when the classic rectangular shape 1 meter deep does not
perfectly summarizes a "slice" of the wall, but You have for example a C-section or a double
buttress.

In these cases to completely customize the size along the y-axis You need to create the desired
sections (having a width different from 100 cm…), apply them to the slices, impose the value
module or tell the program that the elements have to be considered tangential (the module will be
automatically calculated and applied in order to have congruence between sections width and depth
of calculation).

Potential error
module = section’s
width
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2.3 Lateral earth pressures evaluation
IS Muri evaluates the active lateral pressure of the soil against the wall with the Culmann Method,
or trial wedge method;
This method can be viewed as a generalization of the Coulomb , it is an iterative trial wedge process
where successive failure surfaces are modeled until a maximum earth pressure force is calculated
for the geometry and loading given.
IS Muri thanks to this theory is perfectly able to evaluate the active pressure for any shape of the
ground line, with surface irregularities, point loads, surcharges, in the presence of groundwater, etc.
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2.4 Design method for the footing
2.4.1 Bearing capacity of shallow foundations
The ultimate limit pressure qlim of a footing must be such as to ensure an adequate safety margin
with respect the ultimate bearing capacity qult.
According to the compressibility of the soil on which the foundation, the failure can occur by one of
the following mechanisms:
 Failure for General shear: occurs in strong soils. This failure mode is characterized by the
existence of a well-defined failure pattern consisting of a continuous slip surface from one
edge of the footing to the ground surface.
 Failure for Punching: occurs in very loose sands weak clays. The compression of the soil
immediately below the footing occurs, and the penetration of the footing is made possible by
vertical shear around its perimeter, the failure pattern is not easy to observe.
 Failure for Local shear: this case is intermediate between general and punching shear
failure. A slip surfaces originates at the edges of the footing (just as in the case of general
failure), but the vertical compression under the footing plays a significant role.

The classic" approaches analyzed below, are theoretically applicable only to a failure for general
shear. Typically, it is safe to say that the general shear, for a direct foundation, prevails in the
following cases:
 In sands with an high value of relative density (in drained conditions).
 In fine soils (in undrained conditions, with the assumption of soil incompressibility)
the soil type alone does not determine the mode of failure, a footing on very dense sand can also fail
in punching shear if it is placed at a greater depth.

2.4.2 Drained conditions
When it can be assumed that the application of the loads is so slow as to allow the dissipation of the
pore pressures, we can perform the analysis of bearing capacity in terms of effective stresses
(drained conditions). A simple calculation model is obtained by assuming that the foundation
surface transmits a unit pressure, and that the ground beneath it is in a failure condition, for which it
forms a zone in active pressure limit and a zone in passive pressure limit. By Rankine's theory one
can derive the limit value of the footing’s load, which is obtained by imposing the balance between
active and passive pressure:
1
qlim     B  N   c  N c  q  N q
2
In which they appear γ' (weight per unit volume of the soil), B (footing’s width), c’ (effective
cohesion), q’ (overburden), e Nγ, Nc e Nq, named bearing capacity factors. This expression shows
that the load-bearing capacity depends on three terms:




A term due to weight of soil below the footing.
A term due to effect of cohesion.
A term due to effect of overburden.
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2.4.3 Undrained conditions
In a clay soil, the application of a load starts the "slow" process of consolidation, whereby the soil
decreases its water content, the pore pressures diminish and the effective pressures increase (the
load is progressively transferred to the solid "skeleton"). As time goes by the soil’s shear strength
increases, so the worst conditions are at the beginning. Consolidation is a slow process, and the load
application occurs in a short time, so verification is carried out with the assumption that there is no
decrease in water content and that the interstitial pore pressures have not yet dissipated, and it is
carried out in terms of total stresses with reference to the soil’s undrained shear strength su. In
practice, we use the same formula described for drained conditions, where we impose ’= 0 and c’
= su.

2.4.4 Failure for General shear - the Brinch-Hansen theory
Hansen 1970 proposed a general bearing capacity equation. This equation is widely used because
the equation can be used for both shallow as well as deep foundation. Full scale test on footings has
indicated that the Hansen equation gives good correlations.

2.4.4.1 Drained conditions
The proposed form of the equation is:
1
qlim     B  N   s  d  i  b  g  c  N c  sc  d c  ic  bc  g c  q  N q  sq  d q  iq  bq  g q
2

2.4.4.2 Undrained conditions
The proposed form of the equation is (’ = 0):
qlim  su  N c  sco  d co  ico  bco  g co  q  to

2.4.5 Failure for Punching
Foundations on relatively loose sand with relative density less than 35 percent penetrate into the soil
without any bulging of the sand surface. The base resistance gradually increases as settlement
progresses. The failure surface, which is vertical or slightly inclined and follows the perimeter of
the base, never reaches the sand surface. This type of failure is designated as punching shear failure
by Vesic (1973).

2.4.6 Failure for Local shear
This failure mode results in considerable vertical displacement prior to the development of
noticeable shear planes. These shear planes do not generally extend to the soil surface, but some
adjacent bulging may be observed, but little tilting of the structure results. This shear failure occurs
for loose sand and soft clay. The limit bearing resistance qlim can be evaluated with the sema
formula as the general case, with a modified angle of shearing resistance.

2.4.7 Failure for sliding
The resistance of shallow foundations to lateral loads is relied upon to transmit the base shear forces
from the ground to a building, the combination of sliding friction along the base of the structure and
passive earth pressure acting against embedded foundation elements will have ample capacity to
resist the design base shear, V  F  E .
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2.5 Calculation Method for Structural verifications
The mechanical analysis of the section is carried out with reference to the constitutive laws that are
defined for the material used, determined by the selected national standard. This section can be
composed of different materials, and the designer has the possibility to act on the parameters that
define the constitutive law of each of the materials, but the procedure adopted by the calculation
code is generic and can be adopted in any case. The analysis for bending with pressure or tension
(also bi-axial), is carried out using the following flow chart:
1. subdivision of the section in elementary areas
a. definition of linear elastic properties of each elemental area according to the
properties of the material of which it is composed
2. iterative calculation until convergence is reached (activation "not verifies" status if this is
not achieved)
a. calculation of the strain corresponding to the applied stress
b. integration of the tensions within each area according to the constitutive law (usually
nonlinear) of the corresponding material
c. comparison of the resulting reaction and applied stress
d. updating of linear elastic laws of each elementary area and move to the next iteration
3. once the convergence is reached, comparison of the computed strains with any limits
imposed by the legislation in accordance with the material used (activation "not verifies"
status if this is not achieved)
This procedure leads the determination of an equilibrated and congruent stress strain configuration,
corresponding to the “verified” status, or to the activation of the “not verified” status.

2.6 Set up a “basement wall”
To correctly configure IS Muri so that it can analyze a basement wall, You must correctly set 3
parameters:
1 - activate the constraint

2 – activate k0 instead of ka

3 – constrain the footing

By performing these three tasks, IS Wall is set up correctly to verify structurally and geotechnically
a basement wall.
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